
Ukraine Prayer Update – Wednesday, June 8, 2022 – Day 105

Praise Reports 
Success 

• Lyschansk - The road to Bakhmut Russia has 
repeatedly attempted to take with no success, even 
losing 6 BMPs in the last couples days. Not only did 
it stay open but Zelensky traveled it right up to 
Lyschansk and the front. 

• Executioner - A notorious Russian mercenary known 
as “The Executioner” and suspected of slaughtering 
prisoners of war and civilians in Ukraine has been 
killed, according to reports. Russian-language 
Telegram channels and media outlets reported that 
Vladimir Andonov, 44, a purported member of 
Russian President Vladimir Putin’s feared private 
army the Wagner Group, was shot dead by an 
apparent Ukraine sniper in Kharkiv last week. "He 
was killed overnight during a reconnaissance of the 
area, along with a comrade, presumably at the 
hands of a sniper,” Telegram channel Peleng 03 
reported Sunday. The Russian newspaper 
Moskovskij Komsomolets described Andonov, who 
operated under the code name “Vaha,” as a 
volunteer from the Republic of Buryatia who gained 
fame in 2014, when he first traveled to Ukraine after 
the Russian invasion and annexation of Crimea. 
Andonov earned the nickname “The Executioner” 
for killing prisoners of war in 2015 in the hotly 
contested Donbas region of eastern Ukraine, 
according to the Ukrainian database “Peacemaker,” 
which catalogues Russia’s alleged war crimes. 
Andonov later plied his trade as a gun-for-hire in 
Libya and Syria and was awarded two medals for 
valor while fighting as part of Putin’s shadowy 
private army, which has been linked to atrocities in 
war zones across the globe. 

• Kherson - Ukrainian forces have recently achieved 
some success through counterattacks, including 
regaining a foothold on the eastern bank of the 
Ingulets River. 

• Popasna - Russian forces have retreated near 
Nahirne. And Russian army failed to advance near 
Toshkivka and Ustynivka 

Truth Revealed 
• Grain - Russian occupation authorities report that 

grain stolen in Zaporizhzhia region of Ukraine now 
being transported via railway to Crimea 

• Kremlin - Dmitry Medvedev posted on his Telegram 
page - "I tell you, I hate them. They are scum and 
bastards. They want death for us, Russia. And as 
long as I’m alive, I will do everything to make them 
gone.” 

• Zelensky - stalemate with Russia is “not an option”, 
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy has said, 
reiterating a plea for foreign help in the war. 
Ukraine’s fierce resistance of Russia’s invasion led to 
a stalemate in parts of the country, with Moscow re-
focussing its forces in the east."Victory must be 
achieved on the battlefield. We are inferior in terms 
of equipment and therefore we are not capable of 
advancing. We are going to suffer more losses and 
people are my priority.” Asked what Ukraine would 
consider a victory, Zelenskiy said restoring the 
borders Ukraine controlled before Russia’s invasion 
on 24 February would be “a serious temporary 
victory”. But he said the ultimate aim was the “full 
de-occupation of our entire territory”. Asked about 
talks with Russia, which have been suspended since 
late March, Zelenskiy said he had not changed his 
position, adding that war should be ended at the 
negotiating table. He said he was ready for direct 
talks with Vladimir Putin, adding that there was 
“nobody else to talk to” but the Russian president. 

• Zaporozhia - The referendum in the Zaporozhye 
region on joining Russia will be held before the end 
of the year, the corresponding decision has already 
been made. 

• Russia Protest - Four defendants under a new 
criminal article on the dissemination of "knowingly 
false information" about the use of the Russian 
army had their property seized, Pavel Chikov, head 
of the Agora international human rights group, said. 
“We are talking about the arrest of bank accounts, 
vehicles and apartments in the property,” he said. 
The Code of Criminal Procedure allows property to 
be seized "to ensure the execution of a sentence in 
terms of collecting a fine." Under Part 2 of Article 
207.3, a fine of three to five million rubles may be 
imposed. The maximum penalty is five to ten years 
in prison. 

• Azovstal - More than a thousand Ukrainian soldiers 
who held the defense at the Azovstal Mariupol plant 
and then surrendered were sent to Russia for 
investigative actions, TASS writes, citing a law 
enforcement source. From the message it follows 



that in the near future this number may increase. 
The source also stated that more than 100 people 
may be in Moscow, including "foreign mercenaries." 
Azovstal absorbed as many as 10-12 BTG. One BTG 
is about half of a motorized regiment - up to 70 
armored vehicles and 500-600 soldiers, so )5,000-
7,200 soldiers and 700-840 armored vehicles) Plus, 
artillery, and later aircraft, ships and other auxiliary 
units were involved in the assault. Which was more 
than enough if deployed at Huliapole on the 
Zaporozhia front close by to break through and even 
cause that front to collapse. 

• Russian Economy - Factories are closing. Russia. Oil 
is being sold to India and other countries but 
insurance companies are refusing to insure Russian 
tankers or tankers that serve Russia. 

• Russia Default - Russia is exploring a new way of 
circumventing U.S. sanctions preventing Moscow 
from servicing its dollar-denominated bond 
payments to foreign investors. The country is 
exposed to a historic debt default after the U.S. 
Treasury Department on May 25 allowed a key 
sanctions exemption to expire. The waiver had 
allowed Russia to process payments to foreign 
bondholders in dollars through U.S. and 
international banks, thereby avoiding default. On 
Friday, the Russian Finance Ministry wired $100 
million in interest payments on two eurobonds in 
rubles to its domestic settlement house, but unless 
the money finds its way to the bank accounts of 
overseas bondholders, it may constitute a default. 
Timothy Ash, senior emerging market sovereign 
strategist at BlueBay Asset Management, told CNBC 
on Wednesday that foreign investors are unlikely to 
acquiesce to Moscow's requests to open Russian 
accounts. "I think that's unlikely. You're talking 
about international companies, U.S. banks, 
international banks, and this is pretty peripheral in 
the end," he said. "They're not going to damage 
their reputation or give themselves compliance risks 
by going through this process for a couple of 
hundred million bucks. They don't want to get 
caught by secondary sanctions from the Americans." 

• False Flag - Russia continues false flag events with 
bombings and artillery shelling a of civilian targets in 
occupied territory. 

• Overt Infighting - Russian soldiers and are calling 
out Shoigu, Medvedev and the entire military 
organization for the fundamental failures of the 
Russian army. In turn, Igor Girkin, defense minister 
of the Donetsk Peoples Republic who's been the 

loudest voice throughout the war calling out these 
failures, along with others, is being called out as a 
traitor, working for Ukrainian interests. 

Support 
• Norway - donated 22 M109 155mm tracked self-

propelled howitzers to Ukraine. The donation also 
includes gear, spare parts and ammunition. 

• Germany - Chancellor Scholz said Tuesday the 
country will continue to support Ukraine with 
weapons for as long as it takes to repel Russian 
aggression 

• IBM - provider of Servers and AI, pulling out of 
Russia, hopefully crippling the government’s ability 
to track and to use facial recognition to control its 
citizens 

Pray Points - Latest 
• Severodonetsk - Russian forces are bombarding 

Ukrainian positions in the symbolic eastern city of 
Sievierodonetsk with intense artillery barrages, 
airstrikes and non-stop street-by-street fighting, 
according to the governor of Luhansk province. 
After a Ukrainian counterattack over the weekend, 
Russian soldiers were seeking to regain the 
initiative. They were trying to move forward to 
dislodge Ukrainian fighters from their last 
stronghold in an industrial zone. Between 10,000 
and 11,000 civilians remain in the city. 

• Sumy - shelling increased dramatically, most likely 
with the intent to keep Ukrainian forces spread out 
away from Donbas against potential Russian threats 

• Donbas - a flurry of artillery and arial bombing 
• Odessa - For the first time, such a large grouping of 

the Russian Navy operates in the Black Sea, which 
consists of twelve large landing ships of the 
Northern, Baltic and Black Sea fleets. These BDKs 
(large landing vessels) are now ready to perform 
their intended tasks as part of a special military 
operation." Each BDK Can carry up to 25 armored 
personnel carrier, or 313 infantry or 500 tons of 
useful goods. All of which can be used in an 
amphibious landing directly onto the beach. Also 
Russia still has 6 airborne divisions and two guided 
missile cruisers, and apparently some control of 
Snake Island all of which together with consistent 
attacks on the damaged Zatoka bridge means a real 
danger of an amphibious assault on the far 
southeast corner of the Odessa region to build a 
bridge to the Russian controlled Transdniestra 
region of Moldova and to encircle Odessa and 
Mikolaiv. 



• Kharkiv - continues to face intermittent 
bombardment that targets civilian infrastructure. 

• Negotiations - Negotiations with Russia will only 
resume after new weapons arrive from the west and 
Ukraine’s position is “strengthened”, said David 
Arakhamia, a member of Ukraine’s negotiation 
group with Russia. Another negotiator, Mykhailo 
Podolyak, said there was no point in talks with 
Russia until Moscow’s forces are pushed back as far 
as possible towards Ukraine’s borders. 

• Slovyansk - coming from Lyman near Staryi Karavan, 
the Russian army is attempting to seize area on the 
left bank of Sieversky Donets river, to move toward 
Slovyansk, as well as another force coming from 
Izyum. 

• Negotiations - Representatives of the United States, 
the European Union and the United Kingdom have 
been meeting regularly over the past few weeks to 
discuss a plan to end the war in Ukraine through 
negotiations. In particular, according to the 
interlocutors of the TV channel, the Italian plan was 
discussed. Ukraine does not directly participate in 
these discussions, which contradicts the statements 
of the US authorities - "nothing about Ukraine 
without Ukraine." At the same time, as emphasized, 
the United States does not put pressure on Ukraine, 
insisting on a certain plan, and does not push it to 
negotiate with Russia. 

• People of the West – pray that they rise up against 
their governments and demand they back Ukraine 
with more than words and do NOT negotiate with 
Russia, giving Putin land for grain or a ceasefire, 
rather than a military tribunal for him and the other 
war criminals. 

• Belarus - Lukashenka still has  Belarusian armed 
forces as a part of an organized southern 
operational command, on the border with Ukraine 

• Kherson - There is a threat of flooding in Kherson 
and Kakhovka due to Russian army actions at Nova 
Kakhovka hydro power plant - General Staff of 
Armed Forces of Ukraine. At the same time half the 
population has fled. And the Russians are actually 
shelling occupied villages 

• Black Sea - Threats of missile strikes, particularly 
from the sea, remain relevant. The deteriorating 
weather makes it impossible to land marines and 
increases the risk of landmines being dumped along 
the coast. As of 26 May, the enemy naval grouping 
in the Black Sea of 6 airborne corps and 2 missile 
ships does not come with any changes in strength or 
objectives. 

• Odessa – Russia still has 6 airborne divisions and 
two guided missile cruisers,  and apparently some 
control of Snake Island all of which together with 
consistent attacks on the damaged Zatoka bridge 
means a real danger of an amphibious assault on the 
far southeast corner of the Odessa region to build a 
bridge to the Russian controlled Transdniestra 
region of Moldova and to encircle Odessa and 
Mikolaiv.  

• Lughansk - the occupiers do not have control of the 
Lysychansk-Bakhmut route, but they are shelling 
there, so Ukrainian defenders and volunteers are 
looking for other ways to deliver supplies to the 
Ukrainian-controlled territory of the Luhansk region. 

• Ukrainian Prisoners of War - There are about 8,000 
Ukrainian prisoners of war held in the Russian-
backed self-proclaimed Luhansk and Donetsk 
People’s Republics, the Luhansk official Rodion 
Miroshnik has said. 

• Unity - there are movements beginning with 
Ukraine to begin to blame various people and 
parties for Ukraine's situation, attempting to create 
division calling for various people to be charged with 
corruption, rather than waiting till after the war. 
Former president Petroshenko’s party in retaliation 
for the difficulties he’s had leaving the country to 
negotiate with the Lithuanians last week, has called 
for an investigation into why Zelensky and his party 
did not prepare better for the invasion. 

• Zaporozhia - Russian missiles are falling in 
Zaporizhzhia in what is most likely an attempt to 
intimidate civilian population ahead of their 
expected push toward the city. As Russian troops 
and military hardware continues to gather in 
preparation for a huge push toward Zaporozhia 

• Melitopol – there is a huge partisan movement 
among the people in this reason and they have 
taken out many railroad bridges and trains.  

• Ruble – the Russian currency is surging to 7-year 
highs, that although artificial indicate that funds are 
flowing into Russia rapidly (as Europe attempts to 
refill stockpiles and India and other companies take 
advantage of discounted oil) meaning that Russia is 
being kept afloat.  

• Italy & Germany – have set up ruble accounts with 
the EU’s blessing to circumvent sanctions and pay 
for Russian gas 

• EU - Hungary continues to block a true oil embargo 
• IMF - The head of the International Monetary Fund, 

Kristalina Georgieva, has said the war in Ukraine has 
darkened the outlook for the global economy and 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/ukraine


could result in recession for more vulnerable 
countries and predicted that 2022 would be a tough 
year and declined to rule out a global recession if 
conditions worsened markedly. 

• Zaporozhia/Kryvyi Rih/Kherson – Shelling continues 
as the Russians attempt to move forward and Russia 
has blocked all exit from these regions as people line 
up at the borders 

• Kherson - Russia is stopping humanitarian aid from 
reaching hundreds of thousands of people in the 
region of Kherson, Ukraine said. Doctors could run 
out of medicine for chronically ill patients in two 
weeks, a Ukrainian official said. As they implement a 
ruble zone here it only increases the lack as people 
do not have rubles to purchase the need supplies. 

• Kharkiv - Fighting continues in the areas of Ternov 
and Borshchiv with heavy shelling with the Russians 
conducting enhanced aerial reconnaissance. 

• NATO - Even as Finland and Sweden apply to join 
along, Turkey continues to veto it even as 
negotiations continue. 

• Snake Island – Russia is spending a lot of resources 
to install anti-missile facilities and to protect 
paratroopers who are holding the island 

• Russian Navy - Russian Navy - All operating 
submarines of the Russian Black Sea Fleet went to 
sea from Sevastopol as seen by the fact that they 
are targeting military installations in Lviv 

• Fuel - Russia continues to strike fuel refineries and 
stores (including in Lviv yesterday) destroying its 
Ukrainian production capacity and fuel tanks, 
continuing to create dangerously low availability of 
fuel, meaning much of Ukraine’s economy and food 
supply could be affected, but also the military and 
humanitarian aid distribution. 

• Food - prices soar 60% as India, the world’s second 
largest producer, blocks exports due to low harvest 
from heat wave. Pray for the world food supplies as 
Wheat make up 15% of all the worlds calories 
consumed. And much higher for impoverished 
countries. Ukraine produces 7% of the worlds wheat 
and Russia 11% meaning 3% of the entire food 
supply for the world is cut off, and again a much 
higher percentage for developing world. While corn 
makes up 19.5% of global calories and Ukraine 
produces 2.6% and Russia with 2.3% of world 
supplies, meaning a further decrease in 1% of the 
world calorie intake for a total between wheat and 
corn of 4%. A response to this is that "the Russian 
invasion is a large shock for agricultural commodity 
markets, but not historically large. Markets and 

trade patterns will adjust to absorb it. Farmers 
around the world will produce more and consumers 
will cut back or substitute. The transition may be 
difficult in some places, especially countries such as 
Egypt that typically rely on wheat from Russia and 
Ukraine who must be helped to find alternate 
suppliers. The UN secretary general, António 
Guterres, has warned of “a hurricane of hunger” if 
Ukrainian grain is not exported. The world’s 41 
least-developed nations import a third of their 
wheat from Ukraine and Russia. Soaring food prices 
have already driven inflation levels in Egypt to the 
highest level since mid-2019. 

• Russian Military - trying to create panic among the 
Ukrainian civilian population and to disrupt the 
supply lines in the rear, but has minimum success on 
the battlefield. 

• Mines - Almost half of the territory of Ukraine needs 
humanitarian demining - this is about 300,000 
square kilometers, according to the State 
Emergency Service. Every day, an average of 2,000 
to 6,000 explosive items are seized and rendered 
harmless in the country. One day of active hostilities 
is equal to 30 days of demining. For example, it will 
take about a year and a half to clear mines in the 
Kyiv region, where the fighting lasted a month. 
“Spring is coming, overgrown with grass, and in a 
week explosive devices cannot be installed visually, 
only devices. A few months later, due to rains, they 
sink underground to a depth of 3-5-7 centimeters, 
they are not visible at all, but they are still working,” 
the minister said. (As a sign of what supernatural 
resolutions can be possible, but during the Vietnam 
War, the United States strategically placed mines in 
North Vietnamese waters area that were set to 
detonate when a ship was in close proximity. In 
August 1972, a large number of these magnetic 
mines simultaneously started exploding. Upon 
investigation, the US found out that the cause of 
these explosions, which were estimated to be as 
many as 4,000, were not enemy ships. As it turned 
out, the culprit was a powerful historical series of 
solar storms with an extreme solar flare, solar 
particle events, and geomagnetic storm components 
hit the Earth.) 

• Testing the West - multiple alternative narratives 
are being focus-grouped by politicians - Like 
assuming Russia taking half of Ukraine is a done 
deal. Or turning Ukraine into Cyprus - divided state 
with Chinese soldiers occupying 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/ukraine


• Narrative – probing attacks from many directions in 
the media and with politicians continue as they 
attempt to discover a way to distract, divide or 
dissuade support for Ukraine and for Russia’s total 
expulsion from Ukraine and for Russian government 
to be held accountable. Continue to pray for 
solidarity and truth and those in occupied territories 
who are suffering and/or have been deported will 
be heard and not forgotten or abandoned.  

• Social Media - Russia’s online trolling operation is 
becoming increasingly decentralised and is gaining 
“incredible traction” on TikTok with misinformation 
aimed at sowing doubt over events in Ukraine, a US 
social media researcher has warned. 

• PTSD – they are seeing that those fleeing the 
Russians are holding on for about 10 days and then 
face complete mental breakdown.  

• 6 Russian Key Objectives to Pray Against 
o Kharkiv - Destroy, Encircle, Capture 
o Izyum – push south to encircle Donbas 
o Slavyonsk and Kramatorsk – in the east to 

complete a smaller encirclement of the cities 
o Mariupol – completely destroy all opposition 

and export the populations 
o Zaporozhye - Russian troops are building up 

forces and building logistics a massive 
concerted attack  

o Kherson – Russia is facing sabotage from the 
people but is still attempting to push north 
toward Kryvyi Rih and west toward Mykolaiv, 
then to Odessa and to Transnistria and 
eventually to Moldova. 

• Occupied Conscription – there is much evidence 
that Russia is desperately attempting to catch and 
conscript any and all able men in the occupied 
regions of Izyum, Kherson & Zaporozhye and force 
them to fight for them. 

• Deportations – Russia has deported over 750,000 
people from Ukraine to Russia. 134,000 of those 
from Mariupol alone. 

• Mercenaries – Continue to pray for all 
mercenaries to be neutralized in any way! 

• Logistics - Russia logistical challenges are still 
problematic even though the supply lines to the 
Donbas are shorter, and much will depend on the 
condition of the roads and railways.  

• Refugees – now 6.5 million have fled Ukraine. 
Pray for their safety, provision and care.  

• West – pray that the pressure would continue to 
mount on western leaders to ban oil and gas 

imports and to continue to increase meaningful 
heavy arms donations. 

• Russia – pray that the emotional need to make a 
huge statement and reaction to the sinking of 
Moskva will lead to Russia moving prematurely 
and without adequate preparation and 
coordination and thereby dooming their own 
assault. Or to make a move that so steels 
international resolve that it makes supporting 
Russia impossible even for China and India. 

• Russian People – pray they understand the Truth 
and reject the lies they’ve been told and rise up 

• US – pray that Lend/Lease gets fast-tracked and 
raise on the House floor and approved today 

• China – has doubled down and the Russian 
propaganda and refused to admit the atrocities 
were committed by Russia or any other point 

Pray Points - Continued 

• Ukraine - Almost two-thirds of Ukrainian children 
have fled their homes, the UN says. About 4.8 
million out of 7.5 million children had to leave 
their homes, said Manuel Fontaine from UNICEF. 
He confirmed the deaths of 142 children, but 
added that the number is "almost certainly 
higher" 

• Economy - Ukraine economy to contract 45.1% 
this year, Russia 11.2%: World Bank 

• Rage - Pray against rage as videos have come to 
the four about Ukrainian soldiers summarily 
executing Russian soldiers. Although they can 
obviously feel incredibly justified, this is 
destructive to them and provides ammunition to 
Russia their attempt to create an alternative 
narrative in Ukraine. 

• Russian Military - Russia is sending an 8-mi long 
convoy of 100s of vehicles, including armored 
vehicles and artillery southbound through the 
Ukrainian town of Velykyi Burluk. The convoy is 
moving about 60 mi east of Ukraine's 2nd-largest 
city of Kharkiv, as Russian focuses on Donbas. 
Russian Ministry of Defense claims destruction S-
300 SAM at Chuhuiv airbase and Starobohdanovka 
in Mykolaiv region. Also claimed destruction of 
National Guard base in Zvonetske of 
Dnipropetrovsk region 

• TRUTH – pray that an ever-increasing steady 
stream of the atrocities committed by the 
Russians will be revealed and documented to 



maintain the ever-increasing pressure on political 
leaders and parties to act with speed, vigor and 
determination. 

• Russian Lies – pray that all their various 
alternative narratives would be revealed as rags 
and shadows for all to see. 

• Evacuation & Panic - Ukraine has urged civilians 
to leave the east of the country “while the 
opportunity still exists” before a massive Russian 
military assault that it expects in the coming days. 
The governors of the Kharkiv, Luhansk and 
Donetsk regions were calling on people to move 
immediately to safer areas. “It has to be done 
now, because later people will be under fire and 
face the threat of death. There is nothing they will 
be able to do about it. 

• May 9 - Reports are that Putin needs the invasion 
successful in time for the Victory Day parades, 
thereby threatening great attacks over the coming 
month. Putin would want to have an 
“announceable success” by then, which could 
create “some tension” with Russian commanders 
as exhausted forces were likely to be thrown into 
battle fairly soon in an attempt to gain ground in 
Donetsk, Luhansk and Kharkiv. This also is at the 
end of the 30-day default negotiation period 
(ending on May 5)  meaning incredible pressure is 
on Russia to achieve victory by then. 

• Europe/US – pray they will block all gas imports 
and provide truly meaningful military support. 

• Oil – Pray that Europe would have the political will 
to do a complete embargo of Russian fossil fuels 
(oil, gas, coal, etc.) 

• Occupied - Many villages completely cut off from 
all supplies and food and water! 

• Global Food - there could be a global food crisis as 
Ukrainian farmers are being forced to limit what 
they plant due to the war. And also due to the fact 
that the main ways that they have a reaching 
global markets through the Black Sea is now 
blocked by Russia. Russia and Ukraine together 
produce 25% of all green in the world! 

• Refugees - According to Polish border guards, 
more than 2.4 million people have fled Ukraine to 
Poland . However, supplies have dropped off and 
now the whole regions are struggling. 

• For the Weak - Russia has flown more than 300 
air sorties over Ukraine in the past 24 hours: 
senior U.S. defense official 

• Russian Elites – to turn on one another and on 
Putin 

• Russian Military – continuing to press in the 
north, but the real danger is that Russia seems to 
preparing for an all-out push in Donbas to encircle 
the Ukrainian army and to take the entire region 
and to create a united front against Ukraine. 

• Russian Soldiers – pray for their physical, 
emotional and spiritual well-being and for them to 
have the courage to face the Truth and the 
opportunity to receive the Gospel which is the 
ONLY answer to the atrocities they’ve already 
committed.  

• Russian Opposition – that those in the inner circle 
will see a way out and that Russian Opposition 
would be able to gather together in a meaningful 
way  

• The Truth – In all things that the Truth would be 
painfully evident and unavoidable in all public 
discussion 

• Ukrainian Army - Russia is attempting to encircle 
the Ukrainian Army in Donbas 

• Russia – for the people to wake up to the Truth 
and rise up 

• Putin’s Inner Circle – to fragment and turn on one 
another 

• Protection of the Weak 
• The West – to not grow numb to atrocities, but be 

compelled to action 
o Sanctions – Loopholes would be closed and 

sanctions rendered effective 
o Oil Embargo – That Europe would make the 

choice to stop immediately at the very least 
paying for gas & oil 

o Heavy Weapons – provide planes, tanks, 
heavy artillery and high-altitude weapons 

Prayer Strategies 

• Corruption & Domination Falls 
o Russia, Belarus & Ukraine  
o The Former Soviet Union 
o China, India, UAE & Saudi Arabia 

• Truth & Freedom prevail 

• The Gospel is spreads like wildfire 
o From Ukraine 
o To Russia 
o To the whole world 

Prayer Encouragement 



"Each time, before you intercede, be quiet first, and 

worship God in His glory. Think of what He can do, and 

how He delights to hear the prayers of His redeemed 

people. Think of your place and privilege in Christ, and 

expect great things!"  — Andrew Murray 

 


